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Introduction: Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer mortality in the USA while having the second highest incidence rate. Often presenting with aggressive development and rapid lethality, lung cancer is influenced by several environmental factors, including tobacco and arsenic. Furthermore, prior studies illustrate the genetic influences in lung cancer linked to specific genes, such as TP53, RB1, and PARK2 (1, 2). The Genetic Epidemiology of Lung Cancer Consortium (GELCC) is a collective study of data and bio-samples from individuals with strong family history of lung cancer. The data was compiled into a phenotype database.

Results: GELCC features 10 different participating sites with [n = 10,624] database entries: the University of Toledo accounts for [n = 1,951] entries. Prior comparison between sequenced data and pedigrees from the GELCC database (e.g., multipoint linkage analysis) found significant linkages on 6q, which uncovered susceptible genes, such as RGS17, through targeted sequencing analysis (3). Subsequently, it is probable that other genes impacting the incidence of familial lung cancer have yet to be discovered, which the GELCC aims to achieve. To facilitate this aim with the latest and accurate information, numerous records and data were validated and updated in the GELCC database. Five UTToledo families, including [n = 729] individuals and 3 new lung cancer cases, were updated or added into the database. Furthermore, family pedigrees were generated for each of these families, and multisite linkage analysis will be completed at the Baylor College of Medicine.

Conclusion: Overall, these pertinent updates alongside performing further linkage analysis can help elucidate and characterize the underlying causes, pathways, and mechanisms influencing familial lung cancer incidence. The characterization can potentially aid in screening at-risk individuals with the goal of increasing early diagnoses that corresponds with better clinical outcomes.
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